PAINTER OF BRISBANE CITY AND ITS SURROUNDS, JAN HAS ALSO BEEN A GRAPHIC, FASHION AND WILDLIFE ARTIST, WILDLIFE CARER AND FOUNDER OF THE QLD WILDLIFE ARTISTS SOC., GALLERY OWNER AND ART VALUER.

Since 1990 Jan has had many solo exhibitions of her paintings of cityscapes, been a finalist in Tattersalls and Clayton Utz Art Awards, been selected for 'Seeing Brisbane' at Brisbane City Gallery, and currently exhibits at Lethbridge gallery, Paddington. In 2012, along with her husband, she published the new edition of Changing Places Brisbane. In 2015, she was commissioned by Girls Grammar to create a painting for its 140 year anniversary.

‘Our Art tutor at Girls Grammar, Mr Timmermans, was very keen on the study of architecture of ancient buildings. The interest in architecture has stayed with me and influenced my paintings of buildings. The school itself stressed good manners and discipline which always stands one in good stead, particularly if one is inclined to rebellion’.

TO BE A Leader IN EXCEPTIONAL SCHOLARSHIP